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ABOUT THE DRAWINGS
The drawings are works on paper, all 76.5 x 57.5 cm in size.  
The medium is charcoal, combined in some cases with  
watercolour and/or pastel. 
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TIME WITH THE SKY #1 
Charcoal on paper, 2009.
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of stray clouds 
and of skies untethered 
all gone floating 
a gathering of lines on foot 
to see the script where it has fallen 
in a lean-to of words
left lying in weather 
time does its wings 
its leaf defying 
look up into the blue itself 
which is all changes 
not the same twice 
the daylit moon – a sliver 
unseen at first 
shows colour 
before and to come 









TIME WITH THE SKY #2
Charcoal on paper, 2009.
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go out in a mist 
as if the valley were such a beginning 
in it a roar of road 
and listen – a ridge 
peers lit 
see it all leaning behind me 
stand of first songs ahead 
great half light crossings 
wires strong in the imagination
cattle call through 
rub as if daylight 
a sunbreath so 
for now and then 
heaven’s close or closing in 
depending on your fears 









TIME WITH THE SKY #3
Charcoal and watercolour on paper, 2009.
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can’t draw a thing at a time 
nothing is 
because when you look 
you’re always deciding 
a shame to cast lines 
to call shapes to colour 
see up into the ribs of it 
imperative to have no plan 
flutter of pages 
blank with the telling 
the valley’s a theatre for cloud 
for rays, for rain
here’s the mantra 
I do have time 
I do have time 
I do I do 
I do have time 









TIME WITH THE SKY #4
Charcoal, pastel, watercolour on paper, 2009.
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fresh green 
the air in branches 
the far sought 
and watching the distance from a downpour 
on the highest wire of the fence 
black ants march 
telling 
no blue like the blue after rain
then everything has its true smell 
like childhood returned 
then the sun learns its yellow 
and thick socks keep you 
see for the first time 
cliffs beyond green 
everything mossed for the tune 
leaves dripping on the page where you stand 
the house sinks in its sandstone roots 
a year deeper fenceposts 
come out for a chinwag over the cattle 
a pine leans foreignly 
like an island cast to the green sea 
precious this short span 









TIME WITH THE SKY #5
Charcoal and pastel on paper, 2009.
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so you see the climbing sun’s a trail 
reached woodily 
in tangles of leaf 
and trunk still up 
cathedral height 
the singing windows 
light letting us through 
a parliament of unseen nests 
intentions grand or fundamental 
with whom the day of seasons 
age shall not weary them
but the rain renews 
it rusts the clock
the wheels 
tree against storm’s solidity – 
highway of sculptors 
sky trap for the lesser wings 
in branches where the wind has hung
proceeding by light strokes 
deeper and always deeper 
more in the maze of the still 









TIME WITH THE SKY #6
Charcoal on paper, 2009.
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in over the hills and faraway rain 
pace of the day as gods have given 
this is my brisk hill 
twisted in bark 
sap curled as the leaf points 
mottled and patched 
with my eye touching 
when I’m here 
see the bole and wonder 
who’s lived in it 
so many creatures 
the one tree
every way you go’s a shortcut 
and all of this is let’s not say precious 
but this is your time with the sky









TIME WITH THE SKY #7
Charcoal and watercolour on paper, 2009.
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glimpse of the infinite 
and tribute too 
we offer all our skill for this
to take the heart along 
its own way 
an opening
 





that the eye goes with it 
and the eye is a boomerang too
it falls to mold like leaf 
never gives up the ghost 
and lower still the camera 
casts and catches 
this for you









TIME WITH THE SKY #8
Charcoal, pastel, watercolour on paper, 2010.
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as daylight restored in dreams 
there is this care for the real 
strum into the dark 
in the shadows of trees
a lean with the breeze
is fresh invention 
there’s a kangaroo bounce to the damp 
showing the moon in its forest height 
as shady hollow tells the sun 
sets out in its circle 
coming home – that’s me 
slouchy in the hat 
sky like a flock of windows 
and canvas leaning into tin 
and tin holds off the sun 
and later holds it in 
scratches its way 
turns pages of wind 
in stolen time 
where jacarandas gather 
and the coral keeps its flame 
first full wattle bloom 
gold of the river 
gets you all choked up 
with pride in nature as appropriated 
we drink from the tank of dreamwater 
o how I love the way words make off with day itself 









TIME WITH THE SKY #9
Charcoal on paper, 2010.
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there’s a cold end of the paddock for sure 
and there’s an eddy lower at the gate 
Zephyrus pointing out of the picture
think of the grey 
in its own right a page 
all crossings out 
in the sitting down hour 
sun on its haunches feeding 
smoke in the valley shows 
its long way off
like a bellow for fences 
march east then 
where wombat civilization 
has plumbed its as yet 
lowest depths
so here comes the inspector of branches 




to save mum grief 
but shouldn’t that youngster be bounding about?









TIME WITH THE SKY #10
Charcoal and watercolour on paper, 2010.
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         你們都過來吧
         在越來越小的圓形軌道上
向天空展開雙臂
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they’re soft these fauna 
toys of the landscape 
friendly when they get my smell 
they’re curious too 
bend into that legs between thing 
wriggle the ears stretch back 
hindquarters ready for the leap 
for the bound into stride 
they go casting shadows 
into the sunset plain 
and they obey the script 
they teach me 
it’s as simple as that 
I lie on my back watching 
till the cloud’s completely gone  
 
come sun 
 come all ye 
 in smaller and smaller circles 
to open your arms for the all up above









TIME WITH THE SKY #11
Charcoal on paper, 2010.
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a glimmer in the old gumtree
me and the wallaby 
fine silence to our conversation 
there’s every cloud in kind 
kill the symmetry 
let’s have the sensible variousness 
euphorics 
bale flavours of hay 
the square run rings around 
ears rotate
draw the arrows till insisting night 
then with white pastel 
fix some phase of the moon 
that’ll count for light 
scribble it in!
like bark flung to heaven 
and here’s stem green mottled 
all sung and singing 
sling me such a sky 
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Charcoal on paper, 2010.
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an end of day 
with rain to the ridge
that gumslung outcrop in leaf 
I smell of the cooking I’m sure 
and I’m drawn 
back to the bottle, stove 
scatter of feathers under these notes 
in oak leaf carpet quilted 
  
wrens feather the scrub and the messy edges 
go for the accidental intensities 
an opening 
my own tune stuck in my head 
– how’s that?
to be lost in 
to work to the top of the range 
to be the old track itself 
in and of 
o grey with the gums
to reach as trees reach 
and where the river holds last sun 
be perfect in one’s hat  
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